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The industry currently faces the need to transform human activity into creative activity and
to assign physically demanding routine work to machinery and systems. Smart Industry
envisions a simplified interface between the customer, the manufacturer, the supplier, and
sales channels, and seeks the creation of more dignified working conditions.
Smart Industry can solve all real problems the manufacturers encounter. The Industry
4.0 principle including its supported automation technologies, integration and optimised
production processes, may shorten the duration of cycles, improve the quality of
products and implement efficiency throughout product-related activities, and globally
increase the production growth of highly customised products.
The main result of Smart Industry is the step from “centralised” to “decentralised”
production when the machinery both processes the product and communicates on
multiple levels and reacts to production needs in real time.
Smart Industry’s top objective is also the creation of a mutually interconnected
production plant network which will cooperate within the supply chain.
WorkSys means an innovative and sustainable solution for Smart Industry. Further
quality increases, and the broadening and inclusion of new requirements and
functions now and in the future allows the continuous following up of current trends
in the Industrial sector.

LIGHTING
AS A NETWORK
The main reason is that lights can be

accidental damage. This means also

found in all important parts of the factory.

better conditions for the propagation of

Every light is evenly distributed. Every light

RF communication and an ideal location

could be replaced with an IoT-ready LED

for installing cameras and sensors. There is

luminaire and it brings infrastructure and

no need to build a new electricity grid. It is

savings to the owner.

possible to use the power network of the
lighting system. A constant 230V power

The lights are ideally distributed and

supply forms the basis for most sensors

spaced, which means their installation

and devices in SmartIndustry.

height

provides

benefit

in

lighting

distribution also for monitoring, data

You do not need to build a new electric

collection and it also protects them from

grid as it is possible to use the power
network of the lighting system.

Why via lighting?
• UNIFORMLY LOCATED NETWORK IN THE INDUSTRY
• ECONOMICAL FINANCING THROUGH ENERGY SAVING

You don’t need to build a new
electric grid, it is possible to use
the power network of the lighting
system.

• SMART NETWORK BY LIGHTING REPLACEMENT
• CONSTANT VOLTAGE AVAILABLE AT 230V
• SUITABLE POSITIONING AT HEIGHTS
• SIMPLE ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE
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In simple terms, the purpose of any IoT device is to
connect with other IoT devices and applications
(cloud-based mostly) to relay information using
internet transfer protocols.
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and provides insights using back-end applications
to make sense of a plethora of data generated by
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hundreds of sensors.

The IoT platform is available now to provide the option
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to deploy Internet of Things applications on the go.
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WorkSys is an open platform integrating multiple
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applications and they build SmartIndustry. Our platform
works as an application provider able to customise and
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re-use existing data, components and visualisation.

It is also a data provider that gets data through BigData
systems. The platform works as a service provider
which uses opened API and 3rd party applications
or systems. WorkSys also has the ability to expand
through partner solutions.

OUR BENEFITS

WEB APPLICATION

Why implement smart technology

The software can be applied simply by

WorkSys uses a widget system where

into your working place?

adding secure connectivity/hosting through

a user is able to customize the graphic

the air. It is possible to connect only one

interface based on the user’s needs. A

luminaire or a group of luminaires.

web application is created in responsive

The main reason is that you remove

The WorkSys IoT gateway will easily

the human factor. The control system is

integrate devices, which are connected

automatic, so it means you do not need

to legacy and 3rd party systems plus

It enables an inter-cloud Wi-Fi Connection

environment by using proportion-based

any new staff for its maintenance. The

could be connected to your OPC-UA

between selected sustainable luminaires.

grids and flexible images.

customer will save costs by effective

server or MQTT broker.
We offer a variety of smart services, cloud

WorkSys customizes the graphic interface
based on the user’s requirements.

energy savings of water, electricity,

design. The layouts adapt to the viewing

gas and heat. The WorkSys offers

The WorkSys remote controller provides

post and applications, which can be

management of renewable energies such

the following three options:

added at any time without any additional

as wind or solar energy. The maintenance

- Onsite: Edge remote controller ready

effort. Each new sensor can be easily

of the system provides comfortable

for connectivity failure and time critical

connected.

control by using intuitive operation

scenarios

elements. Every important part of the

- Open: Linux based system opened for

factory is fully monitored and optimised.

3rd party integration

The system provides an automatic search

- Secure: Encrypted communication and

for the best solutions.

controller consistency checks
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MODULES

All areas of the industry where we receive

IN FRASTRU CTU RE

data can be divided into several modules:
infrastructure,

safety,

environment,

production

logistic

and

&

APPLICATIONS

FUNCTIONALITY

Lighting
Energy saving and management
Asset management
Facility management

- Monitoring, Movement detection, Lighting scenes, TW, Daylight, Alerts, Schedulers, Reports

CCTV monitoring
Fire detection
Dangerous gases detection
Noise detection

- Safety and security, Control and monitoring, Video image analysis

Waste management
Emmision
Air quality
Water quality

- Solid Waste, Water Waste, Chemical Waste

- Smart grids and metering utilities (ElectriIndustry, Water, Gas)
- Managment, Monitoring, Planning, Reports

human

resources. Modules are assigned to
applications that can evaluate, manage

SAFE TY

and modify based on acquired data.

- Escape routes, Fire protection systems, Automatic emergency rescue call, Evacuation
- Monitoring the leakage of hazardous gases, Reporting faults
- High noise level, Wear of machines

WorkSys is a platform that integrates
all applications into one intelligent
system.

E N VIRO N M E N T

- Pollution, CO2, Pollen, Noise detection
- Air care, Environmental data, Analyse status of the plants
- Quality monitoring (input/output), Service water, Technological water

PRO DU CTIO N
& LO GISTIC

Production flow monitoring
Machine records
Storage management
Logistics and Export

- Monitoring the movement of materials and products within the production process

HU M AN
RE SO U RCE S

Information system
Attendance system
Employees monitoring

- Company Information, Production Information (Safety, Defectiveness ...)

- Predictive maintenance, Digitization and use of data, Data collection from production lines
- Space management, Time management , Disposition overview, Palette monitoring
- Traffic monitoring

- Employees monitoring, Attendance system, Visits monitoring (VIP, suppliers, truckers...)
- Input information from employees to employer

LIGHTING

Boxes, luminaires, sensors, control panels,

IN FRASTRU CTU RE

etc.). The user could easily view news and

The WorkSys lighting module provides access to the management
and monitoring of industrial lighting where the implementation of
specific operations are made via
modern widgets. It means that the
module is summarised in 5 chapters: Control, Data, Optimisation,
Prediction and Maintenance.

events for better orientation in the system.

Another widget provides the following mea-

Mapping of luminaires
in the form of Groups,
Models of Luminaires, Distribution boxes,
Virtual Points and its statuses.

sured functionalities, such as the ability to
set the full overview of GUI, the creation of
individual widgets, review statistics plus full
device monitoring. The user of the system
and map could easily check lots of important
information via edit view. Maintenance is fully
in his hands so switching to a different map

The system offers widgets, which show maps

type or another device can be done quickly

with displayed entities (Electrical Distribution

and easily. The system does not offer only
view functions, but also maintain options

Overview of
Luminaires

such as inserting virtual points, marking de-

Accessibility into the system is again highly

nity to manually refresh data and change a

vices to see, creating device groups or moni-

multifunctional. The user is able to login into

luminaire‘s values are a must. The view shows

toring the status of devices.

the system from a computer, tablet, or even

error notification, measured parameters, his-

from a smart phone. On all devices the user

tory of luminaire measurement and luminaire

can see full information about the current

changes in detail.

luminaire, its setting and measurements. The

Overview of Schedulers

Luminaires Groups and Scenes

smart system can reduce costs by automated

We believe that the energy saving will become

data collection, and user-friendly local con-

the real priority of every modern factory. The

trol provides autonomy for its user. The alert

opportunity to check consumption, even the

modules provide a full overview of used lumi-

saving of energy on daily, weekly, monthly or

naires. The user is able to have an overview

annually bases, is among the most important

of a luminaire‘s attributes, its measurements,

functions of our system. The control system

map, fault notification and Event notification

provides many functions which are helpful

under one view. As its functionalities are set

for its users. It provides a basic overview of

up for easy and friendly usage, the opportu-

Lamp failure

Errors list

ENERGY SAVING
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An energy saving management
system is available for many
diverse applications.

View of the
luminaire fail
position

Its installation can easily collect
reliable and fault tolerant information
for your smart water and energy
measurement, energy monitors, and
much more.

It can be applied to see advanced and
flexible data visualisation. The alarm
widgets react to every unexpected
situation automatically.

the status of each device managed by the

is able to set up measurement reports on dai-

platform. The information section is very use-

ly, weekly or monthly bases. The user is able

ful, as there we can check information from

to download the necessary parameters into a

The management system is available

events, alarms and reports. In the event part

report and send them via email. It offers also

to group existing entities through

One really interesting and useful

you can record the activity of every user at a

the possibility to download reports in XMLS

relations

function is the availability to integrate

specific time and the impact of the user au-

format, so it is really easy to process data for

metering data with high efficiency.

thorisation level. The alarm control view can

other required actions. It is possible also to set

record users and archive every issue and error

up different roles or user authorisation levels.

The

message. The alarm part includes fault trou-

It means that the owner can set up different

customizable to analyse and share

bleshooting management, which announces

roles for different users.

smart metering monitoring results.

and

it

analyses

smart

analytics frameworks and solutions
with 3rd parties. It ensures advanced

end-user

dashboards

are

metering usage results.

An

application

enables

metering

management by utilizing ThingsBoard

the occurrence of a disorder, the duration of
troubleshooting, failures or associate a prob-

The other multifunctional possibilities of the

API to control and manage smart

lem with a specific user. The control reports

control system are individually customisable

meters.

offer the customer full maintenance. The user

widgets and the set of specific views for users’ home page.
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S AFE TY & S E C U RITY

on camera. This means that it can be

NOISE
DETECTION

adjusted to increase motion intensity during

It is possible by using sound sensors to

movement and the captured image should

draw attention not only to the upcoming

be more easily recognizable. The cameras

noise transference but also, thanks to

may be used for movement detection with

frequency analysis, also recognize the

central connection to the lamps.

number of engine speeds and highlight

Thanks to LMS and CCTV interconnectivity,
it is possible to set areas that are captured

their high load or excessive wear.

VIDEO
ANALYSIS
The video analytics module streamlines the

FIRE
DETECTION,
DANGEROUS
GASES
DETECTION

automated supervision of critical events. The
digital signal processes circuits to ensure
high detection sensitivity. The high resistance
to false alarms remains preserved.

Options:
- Detection of unauthorized camera
manipulation

The system can be connected with

- Smoke detection

other various sensors and can be

- Volume detection by colour

used to warn about danger in the

- Move detection

area (gas leak, fire ...) by using light

- Fire detection

strobes.

- Object detection in the marked zone

FIRE
ALARM

GAS
ALARM

WASTE
MANAGEMENT
We are part of very modern
and fast global changes.
Most of those changes put
pressure on our world and it
is important to start caring
about our environment. A good
start is by implementing waste
management systems into our
villages and cities.

MOBILE
APPLICATION

drivers can track optimised collection
routes from tablets installed in their
trucks, plus an ultrasonic level sensor
measures the waste container‘s fill level
and transfers the data to the cloud server.

The main function of waste management is
its effectiveness. It enables the optimisation

the use of valuable resources. The waste
management device supports information
such as container fill level, container

take care of our environment. What can

temperature, fire detection, container

we achieve with that set up? First of all

How does it work? The sensor in the

we can achieve clean cities, lower carbon

waste vehicle sends information on the

emissions,

container ID to a reader when a vehicle is

fuel

consumption,
vehicles

collecting the waste. The reader sends the

and, of course, lower service costs.

complete information with the container

less

collection

time,

fewer

WASTE
SENSORS

of collection operations and maximises

All those items have huge potential to

lower

E N V IRO N M E N T

collection detection and GSM signal quality.
UNDERGROUND
CONTAINER

ID, collection time, location and vehicle
The waste monitoring system calculates

ID to the cloud server. According to this

the optimum collection routes according

information, the user can monitor the status

Have you ever heard about underground

to the fill levels of containers. After that,

of each container in real time plus actively

bins? The container is separate from the

tag detected collection of the container.

waste entrance platform in a reinforced
concrete tank. When the upper platform

Waste sensor

Platform

is opened, the inner container is lifted by
a crane mounted on the vehicle and the
Waste truck

Waste bin

Route Navigation

waste is taken away by the vehicle.

PRODUCTION FLOW
MONITORING

MACHINE RECORDS

The production flow monitoring
system monitors machine
performance and handling, and
provides a better overview of
production, downtimes and
their causes. It also helps to
reduce production time and
make production more efficient.

Scanned data is transferred
through the server to an information system database, what
is allowing managers to monitor
the performance of individual
production batches in real time.

MONITORING DATA
FROM MACHINES

DIGITIZATION
AND USE OF DATA

The machine data tracking system is

Industry 4.0 collects a lot of data. By

a set of technical elements that serve

recording and storing them throughout

to

evaluate

the product‘s life-cycle, in the event of a

production

problem or complaint we are able to find

machines. The output is information

out where and when an error occurred,

for

required

which parts are faulty and in which

format (numerical or graphical), which

products they are installed. Subsequently

enables weaknesses in the production

the owners can be contacted and a

process to be detected and areas where

replacement or repair can be smoothly

productivity and efficiency can be

made.

retrieve,

production

In modern production, the
quality check is not only at
the end of the production
line, but the semi-finished
products are also checked
continuously.

transmit
data

management

and

from

in

the

increased to be identified.

Data monitoring:
- The quantity of produced products

Benefits:

Benefits:

- Order execution speeds in real time

- Overview of production amount and

- Elimination of errors in evidence by

- Number of errors

reserves

eliminating the human factor

- Duration and type of failure

- Increase in productivity

- Monitor the current device status

- Response speed and duration of service

- Reduces defectiveness

- Online process monitoring

- Tracking machine time, norms and

- Ongoing production results statistics

- The opportunity to intervene

- Current background for creating

- A complete overview of machine productivity

other costs

calculations
- Retrospective of individual operations
(complaint)

P RO D U CTIO N
& LO GISTIC

- Database of actual and exact data

INFORMATION SYSTEM

H U M AN

Employees in the most
companies have a feeling, that
they are not informed about the
company plans and activities.
Our kiosk ensures that all the
required information will be
available at any time.

is. A database of pictures will show you the

They can simply read every HR or CEO news.

number of defective products helps to

We are sure that they will also appreciate a

solve the situation immediately not later for

list of actual job vacancies. Most companies

example after a monthly report has been

work on important projects which are

issued.

name, the position and the picture of the
person you are looking for. The employees
will really appreciate regularly update
statistics with number of manufactured
pieces, which can help to increase the
effectivity of their work. A sudden high

planned in advance. Employees will be
informed about them in advance, so they

The

are able to plan their coming tasks without

multiple components: the innovative use of

any stress. Of course, it also means a

information technology, efficient transport,

simpler means of personnel planning. It is

sustainable energy consumption, and a

really easier to plan family holidays when

clean environment. At the same time, all

employees know about their employer‘s

employees will receive services that offer

future plans, task and requirements.

them more comfortable and better lives in

Is it your first day or week at a new

their workplaces, because it is they who are

workplace? Do you have to pass an

the direct beneficiaries of SmartIndustry’s

adaptation plan through all the existing

advantages. All this thanks to the existing

departments and you don’t know where to

lighting system, through which companies

go or whom to ask? It‘s easy - ask kiosk. It

are able to build their own infrastructure

will show you where the department you

without any unnecessary costs.

need is located or who the manager of it

SmartIndustry

concept

combines

Kiosk is made to meet the needs of
people, all people, as they navigate
the work places.
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